From beginning to endpoint

REDEFINE DATA PRIVACY & COMPLIANCE

PROACTIVELY MANAGE
SENSITIVE DATA FROM
ANYWHERE
Introducing
The amount of data stored on electronic systems today is exploding and
growing at an exponential rate. Data breaches, privacy concerns, and growing
e-discovery costs continue to evolve how organizations approach controlling
their business data while balancing worker productivity. Add to that, aged or
poor data hygiene and this can further increase organizational inefficiencies, in
aggregate costing billions annually.
EnForce™ Risk Manager is the only automated solution to proactively identify,
categorize, and remediate private or sensitive data across the enterprise. Our
solution offers the deepest level of insight and control of electronic data across
all endpoints, including structured and unstructured data repositories. This
enables organizations to improve business intelligence, ensure compliance, and
mitigate many types of risks.

Our 360º visibility, enabled by our expertise in forensic security,
coupled with our patent-pending, next generation EnForce
technology will allow you to:
Find private and sensitive data
Locate where it’s stored
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Classify and quantify data assets
Take action based on your business goals
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MANY CHALLENGES. SINGLE SOLUTION.

Data privacy,
security, and digital
investigations

Regulatory and
policy compliance
(PCI and HIPAA)

Data Analytics

Data storage
optimization

E-discovery data
governance best
practices

Features
EnForce Risk Manager enables you to identify
sensitive data in vast volumes of data quickly
and precisely with these features:
Control stale, aged, and duplicate data
Remove data that is considered to have no business
value while simultaneously reducing storage costs

Automated remediation

Systematically mitigate risk through various
data control actions

Distributed processing

Anonymous and asynchronous connections via smart agent technology - and distributed
processing allows for non-disruptive operations
and enterprise scalability

Complete relational data intelligence

New EnForce technology provides the ability to
forensically investigate data at the deepest levels of
insight and control

Custom management dashboard

Ability to easily review and report on sensitive
and aged data as it manifests throughout an
organization

ABOUT US
Guidance (NASDAQ: GUID) exists to turn chaos and the unknown into order and the known-so that companies and
their customers can go about their daily lives as usual without worry or disruption, knowing their most valuable
information is safe and secure. The makers of EnCase®, the gold standard in forensic security, Guidance provides a
mission-critical foundation of market-leading applications that offer deep 360-degree visibility across all endpoints,
devices and networks, allowing proactive identification and remediation of threats. From retail to financial institutions,
our field-tested and court-proven solutions are deployed on an estimated 25 million endpoints at more than 70 of the
Fortune 100 and hundreds of agencies worldwide, from beginning to endpoint.
For more information about Guidance Software, please visit guidancesoftware.com, “Like” our Facebook page, follow
us on Twitter, or follow our LinkedIn page.
Guidance Software®, EnCase®, EnForce™ and Tableau™ are trademarks owned by Guidance Software and may not be
used without prior written permission. All other trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners.
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